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Abstract

Drug delivery via dry powder inhaler (DPI) is a complex process affected by multiple factors involving gas and

particles. The performance of a carrier-based formulation depends on the release of active pharmaceutical

ingredient (API) particles, typically characterized by fine particle fraction (FPF) and dispersion fraction

(DF). Computational Fluid Dynamics coupled with Discrete Element Method (CFD-DEM) can capture

relevant gas and particle interactions but is computationally expensive, especially when tracking all carrier

and API particles. This study assessed the efficacy of two coarse-grained CFD-DEM approaches, the Discrete

Parcel Method and the representative particle approach, through highly-resolved CFD-DEM simulations.

The representative particle approach simulates all carrier particles and a subset of API particles, whereas

the Discrete Parcel Method tracks parcels representing a specified number of carrier or API particles. Both

approaches are viable for a small carrier-API size ratio which requires modest degrees of coarse-graining, but

the Discrete Parcel Method showed limitations for a large carrier-API size ratio. The representative particle

approach can approximate CFD-DEM results with reasonable accuracies when simulations include at least

10 representative API particles per carrier. Using the representative particle approach, we probed powder

characteristics that could affect FPF and DF in a model problem and correlated these fractions with the

maximum carrier-API cohesive force per unit mass of API particles.

Keywords: dry powder inhaler, computational fluid dynamics, discrete element method, coarse-graining

1. Introduction

Dry powder inhalers (DPIs) deliver active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs), such as bronchodilators,

as dry powder formulations to specific regions in human respiratory systems such as the upper airway and

lungs [1–14]. DPI has a wide range of applications in treating respiratory diseases such as pneumonia,

asthma, tuberculosis, and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease [1, 2, 4, 5]. A typical DPI fluidizes the5

API particles with air from the inlet and passes them to the mouthpiece. This process utilizes energy either

from the patient’s inspiration (passive device) or an external energy source (active device) [5]. This study

focuses on passive devices, which represent a majority of the approved commercial DPI products [13, 15].

Specifically, we present a method referred to as the “representative particle approach” to simulate fluidization
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and deagglomeration in a DPI. This approach tracks all the carrier particles’ motion and a subset of the10

API particles, as described in greater detail below.

In order for API particles to be transported beyond the mouth, throat, and bronchial regions, their sizes

have to fall in the 1-5 µm size range [6, 16], which poses challenges as particles in this size range are extremely

cohesive and hard to fluidize [17]. The effect of cohesion can be mitigated through aggregation so that the

resultant agglomerates can be airborne and easily transported by airflow [11]. Although agglomerates formed15

with purely API particles are available [18, 19], many formulations are carrier-based, which will be the focus

of this study. Carrier-based formulations utilize bigger 50-200 µm carrier particles to form agglomerates with

the small API particles [3, 11, 13, 20–23] and then deagglomerate to release API particles for drug delivery.

The drug delivery efficiency thus depends on the fine particle fraction (FPF), which is the fraction of API

particles released as agglomerates smaller than 5 µm [24].20

Agglomeration and deagglomeration are essential for carrier-based DPI formulation. Interparticle co-

hesive forces, including van der Waals (vdW) force and electrostatic force [11, 25, 25, 26], attach small

API particles to big carrier particles. In this study, we focus on carrier-API agglomerates formed with

vdW force. Deagglomeration in DPI is governed by mechanical impact and turbulence [8, 27–29]. Both

agglomerate-agglomerate and agglomerate-wall collisions weaken the agglomerate structure and release the25

API particles [29, 30], while turbulence can disperse the agglomerates and also directly dislodge the API

particles from the carrier particles [11].

Models of varying levels of complexity have been used to simulate the flow and deagglomeration processes

in DPIs. Studies [8, 31, 32] used Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) to simulate gas flow in DPI, assuming

that the gas flow behavior is unaffected by the presence of the particles. The fate of test Lagrangian carrier30

particles injected in the flow is then followed to infer FPF from the number of carrier-wall collisions and

collision velocity distribution. However, these simulations do not explicitly capture the deagglomeration

process, which is crucial for carrier-based formulations.

One commonly used approach to include particle-particle interactions is the Discrete Element Method

(DEM) that models individual particles as soft spheres that can slightly overlap with each other [33, 34]. DEM35

explicitly models vdW forces, electrostatic interactions, contact forces, and rolling friction, which are crucial

for agglomeration and deagglomeration processes [10, 35, 36]. Particle agglomeration and deagglomeration,

without gas flow, have been studied via DEM simulations [11, 18, 37].

Computational Fluid Dynamics coupled with the Discrete Element Method (CFD-DEM) has the advan-

tage of capturing gas flow, gas-particle interactions, and particle-particle interactions in DPI. Early studies40

employing the CFD-DEM approach involved only a few thousand API particles [24] or a few carrier-based

agglomerates [38], which are below the actual number of particles in the system. The CFD-DEM approach

has also been used to study the dynamics of carrier particles [39, 40] to demonstrate the importance of

including gas flow, gas-particle interactions, and particle-particle interactions. The cost of the CFD-DEM

simulation increases with the number of particles in the system [7, 13]. Current computing resources can45
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readily simulate the gas and all the carrier particles’ motion via the CFD-DEM approach. However, the

same is not valid for the API particles. A typical dosage usually involves tens or hundreds of millions of API

particles [12, 23], rendering a full simulation impractical.

In order to expand the simulating capability of CFD-DEM, Cui et al. [9] used a multi-scale approach

by treating API particle concentration as a continuum passive scalar. This approach only tracks carrier50

particles, which makes CFD-DEM simulation easily affordable and fast. Constitutive models, required as

inputs in this approach, are formulated for the detachment of API particles from micro-scale simulations,

which involve a single or a few carrier-API agglomerates at different impact conditions. Tong et al. [10]

and van Wachem et al. [12] expanded this approach by including constitutive models for detachment of API

particles by fluid-flow and their reattachment. Nguyen et al. [23] used the multi-scale approach to simulate55

DPI formulations in a model inhaler and found that this approach can predict FPF by using apparent surface

energy. The adequacy of such constitutive models extracted from micromechanical tests can be a source of

uncertainty in this powerful approach.

Besides the multi-scale approach, a commonly used coarse-graining CFD-DEM approach is the Discrete

Parcel Method. In the Discrete Parcel Method, each parcel represents a specified number of primary particles.60

Parcel-parcel and parcel-wall interaction forces are computed by the force models similar to those in the

DEM but treating inter-parcel interactions as effective equivalents of inter-particle interactions [41–44]. This

approach tracks a smaller number of entities in the system, thus reducing the computational cost.

In this study, we develop and validate a novel particle-based coarsening method called the “representative

particle approach”, where one tracks all the carrier particles and a subset of API particles referred to as65

the “representative” particles. Each “representative” API particle represents a specified number of primary

API particles. This approach reduces the number of particles tracked in the simulation, thus decreasing the

computational cost compared to the full simulation. These simulations will necessarily be more expensive

than the passive scaler-based approach alluded to earlier but offer the possibility of assessing the accuracy

by changing the number of representative particles simulated.70

We assess the accuracy of the represntative particle approach through agglomerate-wall and agglomerate-

agglomerate collision tests with different collision conditions. We examine the combined effect of multiple

collisions and gas flow by analyzing the dispersion behavior in a model inhaler geometry using realistic

carrier-based formulations. We also compare the dispersion behavior in the model inhaler of this approach

against the more conventional Discrete Parcel Method.75

In the comparison, we first simulate a formulation with a relatively small carrier-API size ratio, allowing

us to simulate all the particles using CFD-DEM. We then conduct simulations using i) the Discrete Parcel

Method and ii) the representative particle approach at different levels of coarse-graining. We will demonstrate

that both approaches can capture the FPF of the original system reasonably well.

In a more demanding formulation with a relatively large carrier-API size ratio, the total number of80

particles in the original system is extremely large, rendering full-scale simulation unaffordable. Reducing
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the total number of entities tracked in the system requires high degrees of coarsening. We will present the

pitfalls of using Discrete Parcel Method to simulate this formulation. On the other hand, the representative

particle approach tracks all the carrier particles, thus avoiding potential issues. We will demonstrate that

the representative particle approach is a promising way of capturing the original system’s release behavior85

with reasonable accuracy and reduced computational cost, as long as the simulation includes a sufficient

number of representative API particles per carrier particle (which is ∼ 10). Using the representative particle

approach, we will correlate API particle release with the ratio of the maximum carrier-API cohesive force to

API particle mass in a model problem.

2. Models and Methods90

2.1. Fluid Phase Model

The LES approach adopted in our simulations is known to be more accurate, especially in the near-wall

region, in the transitional and turbulent flow regimes (Re ∼ O(103) to ∼ O(104)), which are common in

DPI[45]. The fluid phase momentum equation is given by [12, 46, 47].

∂(αfρf ṽf,j)

∂t
+
∂(αfρf ṽf,j ṽf,i)

∂xi
= −αf

∂P̃

∂xj
+
∂(αf τ̃ij)

∂xi
−
∂(αfτ

α
ij)

∂xi
−

∑
p

βf,p[ṽf@p,j − vp,j ] (1)

where αf is the fluid volume fraction, ρf is the fluid density and ṽf,i is the filtered fluid velocity. ∂P̃ /∂x is95

filtered pressure gradient. βf,p[ṽf@p,j − vp,j ] is the interphase momentum exchange between gas phase and

solid phase. ṽf@p,j is the undisturbed fluid velocity at the location of particle j. The filtered fluid phase

stress τ̃ij is expressed as

τ̃ij = µf (αf )[
∂ṽf,i
∂xj

+
∂ṽf,j
∂xi

] (2)

where µF (αf ) is taken to be simply µf of fluid as a default. This approximation fails at high particle

loadings, but at high particle loadings the effect of gas phase turbulence on fluid and particle flow is much100

weaker than that of the drag force and so the error is inconsequential.

The subgrid scale fluid stress ταij is written as [48]

ταij = −2µSGSS̃ij +
1

3
τkkδij (3)

where S̃ij = 1
2 [
∂ṽf,i
∂xj

+
∂ṽf,j
∂xi

]. µSGS is the subgrid scale viscosity, which can be modeled as,

µSGS = ρf (CSGS∆)2
√

2S̃ijS̃ij (4)
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In Equation 4, CSGS is the Smagorinsky constant given by Dynamic Germano-Lilly model [49, 50]

CSGS =
1

2

LijMij

MijMij
(5)

with the following definitions

Mij = ∆̂2

√
2
̂̃
Sij

̂̃Sij ̂̃Sij −∆2
√

2S̃ijS̃ijS̃ij (6)

Lij = ρf (˜̂vf,iṽf,j − ̂̃vf,î̃vf,j) (7)

where the symbol .̂ refers to a test filtered quantity with a filter size of ∆̂ [47].

2.2. Particle Phase Model

2.2.1. Discrete Element Method

In Discrete Element Method [33, 34], the particles are described by Newton’s equations of motion.105

mi
dvi
dt

=
∑
j

(fnc,ij + f tc,ij) +
∑
k

fv,ik +
∑
w

(fnc,iw + f tc,iw + fv,iw) + fg→p,i +mig (8)

Ii
dωi
dt

=
∑
j

T t,ij +
∑
w

T t,iw (9)

Here, mi, Ii, vi and ωi refer to the mass, the moment of inertia, translational and angular velocities

of particle i respectively. fnc,ij and f tc,ij are the normal and tangential contact forces between particle i

and particle j. fnc,iw and f tc,iw are the normal and tangential contact forces between particle i and a wall.

fnv,ik is the van der Waals force from the interaction between particle i and particle k. f tv,iw is the van der

Waals force between particle i and a wall. fg→p,i is the total force acting on particle i by gas. mig is the110

gravitational force. T t,ij is the torque acting on particle i due to particle j. T t,iw is the torque acting on

particle i from a wall.

The contact force for particle-particle and particle-wall interaction is quantified using a Hertzian spring-

dashpot model; see Gu et al. [51] for further details. Softening correction is not included in this study as the

real Youngs’ modulus is used in all the cases. The cohesion force is modeled using a cohesion model based115

on the Hamaker constant. The magnitude of van der Waals force Fvdw between particle i and particle k is

modeled by the following [52, 53]

Fvdw(A, s) =
A

3

2rirj(ri + rk + s)

s2(2ri + 2rk + s)2
[

s(2ri + 2rk + s)

(ri + rk + s)2 − (ri − rk)2
− 1]2 (10)

where A is the Hamaker constant and s is the distance between the particle surfaces. A maximum cutoff

distance smax = (ri + rj)/rirj is used to accelerate the simulation [51]. The van der Waals force is not
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accounted for s > smax. smin is a separation distance commensurate with intermolecular spacing where the

van der Waals cohesive force is assumed to saturate. Even when the separation distance is smaller than this

value, the van der Waals force is capped at the value evaluated at smin, which is 1 nm in this study [51, 53].

The van der Waals force fv,ik between particles i and particle k can be modeled as [51],

fv,ik = −fv,iknik =

−Fvdw(A, s)nik for smin < s < smax

−Fvdw(A, smin)nik for s ≤ smin
(11)

The van der Waals force fv,iw between particle i and a wall experienced by particle i can be modeled

as [51],

fv,iw = −fv,iwniw =

−
Ari
6s2 niw for smin < s < smax

− Ari
6s2min

niw for s ≤ smin
(12)

2.2.2. Representative particle approach

In order to reduce the number of entities tracked in the simulation, we propose the following representative

particle approach. While still tracking all the carrier particles, we only track a representative subset of API120

particles, where each simulated API particle represents N primary API particles, and N is known as the

coarsening factor. Essentially, we interpret each representative particle as N primary particles located in the

same location, x, and with the same velocity, v.

The representative particle approach is different from the more conventional Discrete Parcel Method in

the following aspects. In the Discrete Parcel Method, each parcel represents N primary particles, and in125

the context of DPI formulations, both the carrier and API particles would be coarse-grained in the same

manner. In the representative particle approach, only API particles are “coarse-grained”, whereas all carrier

particles are still tracked in the simulation. When resolving particle collisions, a parcel is treated as a bigger

particle with an equivalent volume of N primary particles, whereas in the representative particle approach,

particle sizes are the same as the original system. (When the Discrete Parcel Method is coupled with CFD,130

the fluid-particle interaction force is still computed using the primary particle diameter and multiplied by N

to get the force on the parcel.) In the Discrete Parcel Method, both the number of carrier parcels and API

parcels would be reduced to 1/N of those in the original system. In the representative particle approach,

the number of carrier particles is the same as the original system, whereas the number of representative API

particles is reduced to 1/N of that in the original system. These comparisons are summarized in Table 1135

and illustrated in Figure 1. In the representative particle approach, API particle diameter remains the same

after coarsening, as shown in Figure 1b.

[Table 1 about here.]

[Figure 1 about here.]
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In the representative particle approach, the DEM equation for carrier particles is as follows. N is the140

coarsening factor for API particles.

mi
dvi
dt

=
∑
j

(fnc,ij + f tc,ij) +
∑
k

(F n
c,ik + F t

c,ik) +
∑
p

fv,ip +
∑
q

F v,iq

+
∑
w

(fnc,iw + f tc,iw + fv,iw) + fg→p,i +mig

(13)

In this equation, mi is the mass of carrier particle i. vi is the translational velocity of carrier particle i.

fnc,ij and f tc,ij are the normal and tangential contact forces between carrier particle i and carrier particle j.

F n
c,ik and F t

c,ik are the normal and tangential contact forces between carrier particle i and representative

API particle k. F n
c,ik = Nfnc,ik and F t

c,ik = Nf tc,ik, where fnc,ik and f tc,ik are the normal and tangential145

contact forces between carrier particle i and one primary API particle at the same position as representative

API particle k. The contact forces between carrier particle i and representative API particle k are equivalent

to the contact forces between carrier particle i and N primary API particles.

fv,ip is the van der Waals force between carrier particle i and carrier particle p. F v,iq is the van der Waals

force between carrier particle i and representative API particle q. F v,iq = Nfv,iq , where fv,iq is the van der150

Waals force between carrier particle i and one primary API particle at the same position as representative

API particle q. Similarly, the van der Waals force between carrier particle i and representative API particle

q is equivalent to that between carrier particle i and N primary API particles. fnc,iw, f tc,iw and fv,iw are

the normal contact force, tangential contact force, and van der Waals force between carrier particle i and

wall w. fg→p,i is the total force acting on carrier particle i by gas. mig is the gravitational force.155

The DEM equation for representative API particles is as follows

Mi
dvi
dt

=
∑
j

(F n
c,ij + F t

c,ij) +
∑
k

(F n
c,ik + F t

c,ik) +
∑
p

F v,ip +
∑
q

F v,iq

+
∑
w

(F n
c,iw + F t

c,iw + F v,iw) + F g→p,i +Mig

(14)

In this equation, Mi is the mass of representative API particle i, where Mi = Nmi as the mass of

one representative API particle is equivalent to N primary API particles. vi is the translational velocity

of representative API particle i. F n
c,ij and F t

c,ij are the normal and tangential contact forces between

representative API particle i and carrier particle j. F n
c,ij = Nfnc,ij and F t

c,ij = Nf tc,ij , where fnc,ij and f tc,ij

are the normal and tangential contact forces between carrier particle j and one primary API particle at the160

same position as representative API particle i, consistent with Eq. 13. F n
c,ik and F t

c,ik are the normal and

tangential contact forces between representative API particles i and k. F n
c,ik = Nfnc,ik and F t

c,ik = Nf tc,ik,

where fnc,ik and f tc,ik are the normal and tangential contact forces between two primary API particles which

are at the same positions as representative API particles i and k, respectively. Since there are N on both
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sides of the equation, the contact forces between two representative API particles are equivalent to those165

between two primary API particles.

F v,ip is the van der Waals force between representative API particle i and carrier particle p. F v,ip =

Nfv,ip, where fv,ip is the van der Waals force between carrier particle p and one primary API particle

at the same position as representative API particle i, consistent with Eq. 13. F v,iq is the van der Waals

force between representative API particles i and q. F v,iq = Nfv,iq, where fv,iq is the van der Waals force170

between two primary API particles, which are at the same positions as representative API particles i and q,

respectively. Similar to contact forces, the van der Waals force between two representative API particles is

equivalent to that between two primary API particles.

F n
c,iw, F t

c,iw and F v,iw are the normal contact force, tangential contact force and van der Waals force

between representative API particle i and wall w. F n
c,iw = Nfnc,iw, F t

c,iw = Nf tc,iw and F v,iw = Nfv,iw,175

where fnc,iw, f tc,iw and fv,iw are the normal contact force, tangential contact force and van der Waals force

between wall w and a primary API particle at the same position as representative API particle i. Thus,

particle-wall interactions between one representative API particle and a wall are equivalent to those between

N primary API particles and a wall. F g→p,i is the total force acting on representative API particle i.

F g→p,i = Nfg→p,i, where fg→p,i is the total force acting by gas on one primary API particle at the same180

position as representative API particle i. Since there are N on both sides of the DEM equation, the effect of

total gas-particle interactions on one representative API particle is equivalent to that on one primary API

particle. However, the effect of total gas-particle interactions by one representative API particle on gas is

equivalent to that by N primary API particles.

2.3. Physical parameters185

In this study, the physical parameters are based on lactose [12, 23] and are listed in Table 2. The

diameter of carrier particles is chosen to be 70 µm, which is in the range of commonly used carrier particle

sizes [10, 23, 29]. The diameters of API particles used in this study are 2 µm and 5 µm respectively. Both

2 µm and 5 µm are commonly used API particle sizes [10, 23, 38]. The Hamaker constants considered in this

study range between 1.0× 10−20 J and 1.0× 10−19 J, which are reasonable values for lactose particles [23]190

[Table 2 about here.]

It is assumed in our study that the actual (“real”) Young’s modulus of both the carrier and API particles

is 109 Pa, which is based on material properties of lactose particles [23]. It is a common practice to reduce

the Young’s modulus in DEM simulations to reduce computational cost. It is known that, in order to avoid

falsification of contact dynamics, the models for cohesive interaction [51, 54], tangential contact, and rolling195

friction [43, 55] must be appropriately adjusted when one introduces artificial softening of the particles. The

readers are referred to these papers for the details of these softening corrections. These softening corrections

can be done independently of the coarse-graining approach introduced in the paper. We have used the real

Young’s modulus in all the simulations and defer the use of softening corrections to future studies.
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2.4. Formation of carrier-API agglomerates200

A carrier-API agglomerate is formed by uniformly inserting API particles to the region in close vicinity

to a carrier particle and then turning on the vdW cohesion force to initiate agglomerate formation. The

resultant agglomerate consists of a partial monolayer of API particles on the surface of a carrier particle.

Figure 2 shows typical carrier-API agglomerates formed using this approach. The mass fraction of API

particles in the figure is 0.045, which is typical for a carrier-based DPI formulation [23, 56], where there are205

around 130 API particles with a diameter of 5 µm or 2000 API particles with a diameter of 2 µm per carrier

particle.

[Figure 2 about here.]

2.5. Inhaler geometry, initial condition and boundary condition

All simulations were done using the screen-haler geometry, which is an experimental model geometry210

used to study formulation and dispersion properties [12, 23]. This test geometry is adequate for developing

general modeling approaches. The dimension of the screen-haler is shown in Figure 3a.

We load the dose in the inhaler by running a pure DEM simulation, where a specified number of carrier-

API agglomerates are randomly inserted in a cylindrical cone region and then allowed to settle down com-

pletely. This step is necessary for loading the formulation into the inhaler as a packing. The position of215

the cylindrical cone is 39 mm away from the outlet. At the end of the settling simulation, more than 99%

of the agglomerates can be found in the initial pile, as indicated by the region within the red box in Fig-

ure 3a. This procedure resembles previous studies [12], except that instead of simulating carrier particles,

carrier-API agglomerates are simulated in the DEM-only simulation.

Figure 3b shows the inhalation profile used in this study. The flow rate increases at a constant slope220

until the peak inspiratory flow rate (PIFR) at time TPIFR. After TPIFR, the flow rate remains constant

at PIFR. This resembles the inhalation profile used in van Wachem et al. [12], which is a typical profile

based on invitro analyses of nonsmoking healthy adults [57]. For this study, the peak inspiratory flow rates

are 70 L/min and 40 L/min respectively, with TPIFR = 0.2 s.

Figure 3c shows the CFD grid for the cross-section of the screen-haler. In the core region, the mesh is225

almost Cartesian with a grid size of close to 3DC (where DC is the carrier particles’ diameter). To better

resolve the near-wall region, we refine the near-wall cells by employing a wall layer as shown in Figure 3c. We

chose the thickness of the wall layer and the number of grids in the wall layer based on sensitivity analysis,

which we will cover in detail in Section 3.2.

[Figure 3 about here.]230

The gas-phase equations are solved using an OpenFOAM-based Computational Fluid Dynamics solver [58],

while the particle phase equations are solved via the LIGGGHTS platform [59]. The two-phases are coupled

via CFDEMcoupling [59].
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3. Results and Discussion

The inhaler efficiency and performance can be determined from fine particle fraction (FPF), which is235

the fraction of emitted fine particle found in clusters smaller than 5 µm. Besides fine particle fraction,

we also analyzed dispersion fraction (DF), which is defined as the fraction of API particles detached from

carriers [38]. These two indicators will be used as overall performance metrics to assess the accuracy of the

coarse-graining approach. We also examine other qualitative and quantitative metrics as described in this

section.240

3.1. Microscale tests

We conduct microscale dispersion tests to verify that the representative particle approach yields release

behavior consistent with the original case. These tests are DEM-only simulations involving one or two API-

carrier agglomerates. Each API-carrier agglomerate is formed as described in Section 2.4. We considered

four different types of collisions, as illustrated schematically as well as quantitatively in Figure 4. Panels245

a and b show the results corresponding to normal (90◦) and oblique (45◦) collisions between a carrier-API

agglomerate and a flat wall. Panels c and d show the results corresponding to normal (90◦) and oblique

(45◦) collisions between two carrier-API agglomerates.

Since van Wachem et al. [12] suggests collision-induced dispersion is largely affected by the normal

component of the impact velocity, we chose the normal component instead of the magnitude of relative250

impact velocity as the abscissa in Figures 4(b) and 4(d). The normal component of impact velocity ranges

between 0 and 1 m/s, where the maximum fine particle fraction (FPF) and dispersion fraction (DF) are

around 70%, respectively. As the normal component of impact velocity increases, the variations in FPF

and DF will become weaker and approach unity, at which point both DF and FPF are not sensitive to the

coarsening factor, N . Therefore, calculations of DF and FPF at higher impact velocities are not shown.255

For Figures 4a and 4b, the initial distance between the center of the carrier-API agglomerate and the flat

wall was 0.02 cm. For Figure 4c, the initial distance between the centers of two carrier-API agglomerates

was 0.04 cm. For Figure 4d, the normal component of the initial distance (same direction as the normal

component of impact velocity) between the centers of two carrier-API agglomerates was 0.04 cm. Each data

point is based on the mean of 10 different tests, with the initial distribution of API particles on the carrier260

particle’s surface varied. The error bar shows the standard deviation of the 10 tests.

[Figure 4 about here.]

It is clear from Figures 4a and 4b that the dispersion fraction (DF) resulting from agglomerate-wall

collisions is not affected by the coarsening very much. Although there is some variability in the estimated

DF with the coarsening factor N , the variation is not systematic, and it mostly lies within the range of265

the standard deviation. We arrive at the same conclusion from Figures 4c and 4d, illustrating dispersion

fractions (DF) resulting from collisions between two agglomerates. The same trend also applies to fine
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particle fractions (FPFs), which are around 95% of the dispersion fraction for all cases, thus not shown in

the Figure. The DF in Figures 4a and 4b are nearly the same, and so are those in Figures 4c and 4d. This

trend suggests collision-induced dispersion is indeed largely affected by the normal component of impact270

velocity, which supports the finding of van Wachem et al. [12].

3.2. Sensitivity Analysis

We conduct sensitivity analyses to probe the effect of wall layer resolution and fluid time step using

a 3 mg formulation with PIFR = 70 L/min (DC = 70 µm, DAPI = 5 µm, mass fraction of API = 0.045,

A = 1.0× 10−19 J, N = 10 using the representative particle approach). Table 3 shows the simulation275

conditions for 5 different cases with different combinations of CFD time steps, wall layer thicknesses and

numbers of grids in wall layer. Here we used y+ value, a dimensionless wall distance, to quantify the grid

resolution in the near-wall region. y+ value is defined as

y+ =
u∗y

ν
(15)

where u∗ is the friction velocity at the wall, y is the distance to the wall, and ν is the kinematic viscosity

of the fluid. Table 3 shows the thickness of the grid nearest to the wall as a multiple of the y+ value at the280

highest Reynolds number in that simulation.

[Table 3 about here.]

[Figure 5 about here.]

Table 3 shows that fine particle fraction and dispersion fraction remain relatively constant (within ±10%

of the FPF/DF value) for runs with different CFD time steps and wall layer resolutions. Figure 5 shows the285

gas velocity magnitude (shown by the color code of the two-dimensional cross-section) and carrier particle

locations (shown as green points) captured by simulation snapshots at 0.02 s, as well as exiting profiles

for carrier and API particles. The snapshots provide qualitative guidance that the simulation results are

unaffected by the grid and time resolutions. In the snapshots, some carrier particles can be seen in a

small region just outside of the exit. Since we only use this region for computing FPF and DF of particles290

that just exited the domain, we do not simulate the gas phase in this region. We include this region in

the DEM simulations to visualize better the region over which the particles exit the inhaler. The exiting

profiles lend further quantitative assurance (over and above those shown in Table 3) about the adequacy

of the grid resolution and the time step used in the simulations. Therefore, we generate all the simulation

results presented in subsequent analyses using a CFD time step of 10−5s, with a wall layer thickness of 6DC295

consisting of 8 grids.

In the near-wall region, the size of the mesh closest to the wall is smaller than 0.3 DC . This ensures a

y+ value smaller than 0.75, at the highest Re. With such small mesh sizes, unrealistically large fluctuations

could arise in solid volume fractions, which may lead to numerical instability. In order to avoid this issue, we
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have used a mapping scheme when mapping solid volume fraction from DEM data to CFD mesh as described300

in Radl et al. [60]. This mapping scheme divides the volume of a particle into 29 equal volume regions, each

associated with a centroid. The number of centroids in each CFD cell determines how the solid volume of

the particle is distributed in different CFD cells. For a mesh size of around 0.3 DC , this mapping scheme

effectively smoothens the solid volume fraction in neighboring CFD cells [60].

3.3. Comparing the Discrete Parcel Method and the representative particle approach305

The total number of carrier and API particles in a typical DPI application is, as mentioned earlier,

very large and some form of coarse-graining is essential to render the simulations affordable. This section

compares the Discrete Parcel Method and the representative particle approach using three test examples.

The first test problem considers the screen-haler geometry with a 3.5 mg formulation with PIFR = 70 L/min

(DC = 70 µm, DAPI = 5 µm, mass fraction of API = 0.045). The first row in Table 4 shows the numbers of310

carrier and API particles in a full simulation with no coarse-graining (i.e., coarsening factor N = 1). The

other rows show the numbers of carrier and API entities in coarse-grained simulations. The entities in the

Discrete Parcel Method are referred to as parcels; the numbers of carrier and API parcels decrease with

increasing coarsening factors. In contrast, in the representative particle approach, we simulate the same

number of carrier particles irrespective of the extent of coarsening; coarsening only decreases the number of315

API particles (referred to as the representative API particles) simulated. In this set of test simulations, we

chose the Hamaker constant to be 1× 10−19 J for all the materials involved, so that the resultant FPF falls

in the range between 20% and 60%, which are typical values measured experimentally [1, 23, 61]. Figure 6

shows FPF and DF for cases considered in Table 4

[Table 4 about here.]320

[Figure 6 about here.]

Figure 6a shows that the FPF and DF are 0.307 and 0.423, respectively, in the full simulation, in which

each carrier particle contained 130 API particles initially (without any coarsening). In the Discrete Parcel

Method, the DF was found to increase with coarsening factor N , while the FPF registered a decrease. In

contrast, in the representative particle approach, the DF manifested a non-monotonic dependence on N ,325

while the FPF gradually increased with N. The DF and FPF values estimated using both the Discrete

Parcel Method and the representative particle approach were within ∼ 10% of those for the full simulation

for up to N = 10. Figure 6b shows the computational cost of these simulations. Simulations with N = 10

cost around 12% of that of the original system. In other words, for this formulation, when the coarsening

factor is smaller than 10, both the Discrete Parcel Method and the representative particle approach are330

able to capture DPI release behavior to within ±10% of the full simulation result at considerably reduced

computational costs.
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The increase of FPF with coarsening factor N in the representative particle approach can be attributed

to the decreasing number of representative API particles in the system. Even though the DFs in coarse-

grained cases are comparable to that in the original system, the representative API particles are further335

apart in simulations with higher coarsening factors, making it harder for them to interact with each other

and agglomerate. Therefore, out of the API particles dispersed from carriers, a higher percentage would end

up as singlets, leading to higher FPFs in more coarse-grained systems.

The changes of FPF and DF with coarsening factor N in the parcel approach are attributed to changes

in initial pile structures due to lower numbers of carrier parcels in systems with higher coarsening factors.340

These changes are discussed below for a second example with smaller API particles.

Table 5 shows the number of entities tracked in the second example involving a 3.5 mg formulation

consisting of 70 µm carrier particles and 2 µm API particles using the Discrete Parcel Method and the

representative particle approach. While the formulation in the previous example contained 1.7 million

particles, the present case consists of more than 26 million particles due to a larger carrier-API size ratio. A345

large number of particles dramatically increases the cost of computation without coarse-graining. In order

to reduce the computational cost, coarsening factors need to be large (more than 100 in this case) to limit

the total number of entities tracked in this system. In the Discrete Parcel Method, this would significantly

reduce the number of carrier parcels in the simulation, which falsifies the initial pile structure, as shown in

Figure 7. On the other hand, the representative particle approach avoids this issue by conserving the number350

of carrier particles for all coarsening factors.

[Table 5 about here.]

Figure 7 compares the initial piles formed using the representative particle approach and the Discrete

Parcel Method for two different coarsening factors. As the representative particle approach always involves

the same number of carrier particles, the pile’s shape is essentially independent of the coarsening factor.355

However, this is not the case in the Discrete Parcel Method. Figure 7 clearly shows that the shape of the

initial pile is dramatically affected by coarsening in the Discrete Parcel Method, rendering it unacceptable.

Such falsifications of the initial pile structure in the Discrete Parcel Method can be expected to affect

subsequent release behavior. Because of the significant changes in the initial pile structure with coarsening,

we concluded that the Discrete Parcel Method is unreliable (especially when a large carrier-API size ratio is360

involved) and decided to focus only on the representative particle approach in this example.

[Figure 7 about here.]

In order to compute the FPF in a system with DAPI = 2 µm, we analyzed the fraction of API particles

found in released API clusters. Figure 8a shows that the cluster size distribution did not vary noticeably

with coarsening factor N values considered. Since FPF is defined as the fraction of segments smaller than365

5 µm, we assumed that the fraction of API particles in clusters with 15 or fewer API particles is FPF. (The
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volume of 15.6 particles with a diameter of 2 µm is the same as that of one particle with a diameter of 5 µm.)

This method obviously does not account for the shape of the API clusters; nevertheless, Figure 8a shows

that FPF would be independent of the coarsening factor even if a different cluster size is used to determine

the FPF.370

[Figure 8 about here.]

Figure 8a shows that the majority of the API cluster released contains fewer than 10 particles, which is

below the 15-particle cluster mentioned above. Figure 8b shows that there is little difference between FPF

and DF. However, lowering N further would likely decrease FPF slightly as an increase in the number of the

representative particles would increase the likelihood of the formation of API agglomerates. Figure 6a shows375

that in the representative particle approach, the difference between DF and FPF decreases with increasing

N . Figure 8b shows that the DF is remarkably consistent over a fairly wide range of coarsening factors.

As in the previous example, the computational cost decreases appreciably with the degree of coarsening, as

shown in Figure 8b.

For the 5 µm API particles considered in the first example (Figure 6a), the representative particle approach380

was accurate (to within ∼ 10% error) if N was not much larger than 10, while for the 2 µm API particles

considered in the second example (Figure 8b) it was found that N could be as large as 200 with minimal

sacrifice in accuracy. We can rationalize these two different values of N using the number of representative

API particles per carrier, nAPI , included in the simulation. Figure 9 shows the FPF and DF for both these

formulations. Even though FPF and DF values vary between the different formulations due to differences in385

particle size and Hamaker constant, the FPF and DF remain relatively constant when simulations include

more than 10 representative API particles per carrier particle. When simulations are performed with nAPI <

10 , both FPF and DF manifest deviations. Based on this observation, we suggest that one should set

nAPI ≥ 10 in the representative particle approach.

[Figure 9 about here.]390

Figure 10a-d show simulation snapshots from the first test example for i) the original system and ii) a

coarse-grained system using representative particle approach N = 10. Figure 10e shows the exiting profile for

these two cases. It is clear that the dynamics of the coarse-grained system (N = 10) are essentially the same

as that for the original system. The exiting profiles are also comparable between the original and coarse-

grained systems using the representative particle approach. The exiting time is around 0.06 s for both cases,395

which is consistent with experimental observation for the screen-haler [23]. This agreement is not surprising

because both the original system and the coarsened system simulate the fluid and all the carrier particles,

which contribute the most to the overall flow characteristics; furthermore, the coarse-grained simulations

do account for all the mass of the API particles, so there is little reason for any difference in overall flow

behavior. The majority of the API particles have been released at the initial stage of inhalation that is far400

before the peak of inhalation velocity, which is a common trend observed in inhalers [62].
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[Figure 10 about here.]

Figures 11a and 11b show cumulative dispersion fractions (DFs) at different axial distances starting

from the initial pile for a 3.5 mg formulation (DC = 70 µm, DAPI = 5 µm, mass fraction of API = 0.045,

A = 1.0× 10−19 J) with two different peak inspiratory flow rates (PIFR), 70 L/min and 40 L/min.405

[Figure 11 about here.]

Each curve in Figures 11a and 11b shows the cumulative DFs at different distances from the initial pile

obtained from the same DPI simulation. The agglomerates can undergo more collisions and be subject to

greater deagglomeration due to the gas phase at larger axial distances, which is indeed revealed by these

figures. Since the distance between the initial pile and the outlet in our simulation is 39 mm, the last point at410

39 mm corresponds to DF at the outlet. DF for both PIFRs showed good consistencies between the original

case (N = 1) and the coarse-grained cases using the representative particle approach (N = 3, N = 5, and N

= 10) at every axial position. The same trend also applies to fine particle fractions (FPFs), which are not

showed in the Figure. This comparison provides indirect evidence that the representative particle approach

can capture the combined effect of dispersion due to multiple collisions and flow-induced dispersion as the415

particles move downstream.

Because of the extremely large number of API particles in the formulation with a large carrier-API size

ratio (DC = 70 µm, DAPI = 2 µm, mass fraction of API = 0.045), the original system in the second example

could not be simulated due to excessive computational cost. This led us to consider a third system which

had the same carrier-API size ratio as the second example, but a much smaller API loading. Figure 12420

shows the FPF and DF for a 3.5 mg formulation with PIFR = 70 L/min (DC = 70 µm, DAPI = 2 µm, mass

fraction of API = 0.003, A = 0.1× 10−19 J) for cases with different coarsening factors. The FPF and DF

for the original case without any coarse-graining are shown at N = 1. Compared with original case (FPF =

0.815, DF = 0.823), FPF and DF at coarsening factor N = 3, 5 and 10 show good agreement. This shows

that the representative particle approach is able to capture the release behavior in the original system for425

different carrier-API size ratios and API mass fractions. With N = 10, the recommendation made earlier

about nAPI is still met with nAPI ≥ 10.

[Figure 12 about here.]

It is instructive to compare the DF and FPF for the cases shown in Figure 8 and Figure 12, which

only differed in API loading. In Figure 8 with an API mass fraction of 0.045, DF and FPF are 0.613 and430

0.608, respectively (for N = 50). When the mass fraction of API is lowered to 0.003 in Figure 12, DF

and FPF increase slightly to 0.823 and 0.815. This observation is directionally consistent with experimental

observations in Tong et al. [56].
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3.4. Effect of wall cohesion

In the results reported in the previous sections, the particle-wall (P-W) adhesive interaction was turned435

off. In this subsection, simulations were conducted with this interaction turned on to probe its effect on

API release and wall-deposition behavior. Figure 13 illustrates the effect of turning on P-W adhesion in

the two different formulations. Figure 13a and Figure 13b correspond to a formulation with DC = 70 µm,

DAPI = 5 µm, mass fraction of API = 0.045, A = 1.0× 10−19 J. The P-W adhesion did not affect the

FPF and DF appreciably, trapping about 1% of the API particles in the full simulation (Figure 13a) and440

0.5% in the coarse-grained (N = 10) simulation (Figure 13b). Figure 13c corresponds to a formulation with

DC = 70 µm, DAPI = 2 µm, mass fraction of API = 0.045, A = 0.1× 10−19 J (N = 200), which led to the

same conclusion as well.

[Figure 13 about here.]

It is clear from Figure 13 that with a reasonable choice of Hamaker constant value for P-W interaction,445

the amount of wall adhesion is almost negligible and does not affect the general release behavior. Admittedly,

a better model for capturing wall adhesion should also include corrections for gas-particle interactions in the

near-wall region [63], or even electrostatic interactions between particles and the wall [64, 65]. We will defer

these to future studies.

3.5. Effect of API particle size and cohesive strength450

In this subsection, we examine how the API particle size and cohesive characteristics affect the release

behavior of a 3.5 mg formulation with PIFR = 70 L/min (DC = 70 µm, mass fraction of API = 0.045).

We conducted several cases with different combinations of API particle sizes (DAPI), minimum separation

distance used in van der Waals’ force calculation, (s), API particle densities (ρAPI), and gas velocity ramp

rates in the initial inhalation profiles (α) for a range of Hamaker constant values. Table 6 summarizes these455

simulation groups.

[Table 6 about here.]

Figure 14 shows that we can collapse both DF and FPF in various cases reasonably well onto a single

curve if using A/(ρD2
DPIs

2) as the abscissa, where A is the Hamaker constant used for calculating cohesive

force magnitude in Equation 10. Note that the maximum cohesive force between an API particle and a very460

large carrier particle at contact scales as ADDPI/s
2; then the maximum cohesive force at contact per unit

mass of API particle scales as A/(ρD2
DPIs

2).

[Figure 14 about here.]

The abscissa in this figure, A/(ρD2
DPIs

2), has a dimension of [L/T 2]. It then raised a question as to

whether one can identify an appropriate acceleration to render the abscissa dimensionless. Dimensional465
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analysis suggests the gas velocity ramp rate α and the gravitational acceleration g. Unfortunately, neither

one proved to be an appropriate choice. Simulations performed by changing α or g by a factor of two did

not support using either one as the reference acceleration to render the abscissa in Figure 14 dimensionless.

The extent of deagglomeration depends on many different factors, including strength and frequency of

carrier-carrier and carrier-wall collisions, gas turbulence, and residence time in the inhaler, making it hard470

for a single dimensionless group to capture such a complicated phenomenon based on dimensional analysis.

Thus, we do not pursue the search for a dimensionless group that captures deagglomeration behavior in this

study. Nevertheless, it is an interesting and useful finding that deagglomeration behavior indicated by DF

and FPF in the screen-haler can be captured by a dimensional ratio of the maximum carrier-API cohesive

force and the API particle mass. There are recent indications that inter-particle forces arising from different475

mechanisms are additive in particulate flows [66]. Suppose several different inter-particle forces, such as van

der Waals’ forces, liquid-bridge forces due to humidity effects, and electrostatic forces, are present in a DPI

system. In that case, the abscissa in Figure 14 can be replaced (at least as a first approximation) as the sum

of all contributions to the inter-particle force per unit mass of the API particle, which can be used as guidance

for choosing particle size and carrier particle material (thus inter-particle interaction characteristics). This480

suggestion should be verified in future studies.

4. Conclusions

Drug delivery via dry powder inhaler is a complex process affected by the mechanics of both gas and

particle phases. A carrier-based formulation’s performance depends on how well the API particles are re-

leased, which are typically characterized by the FPF and DF. Gas-phase turbulence, gas-particle interaction,485

particle-particle interactions, and particle-wall interactions play important roles in the deagglomeration of

carrier-API agglomerates. The CFD-DEM approach offers the potential to probe the effects of these inter-

actions. A CFD-DEM simulation that tracks all the carrier and API particles is computationally costly, and

hence researchers have sought simplifications. The least expensive CFD-DEM computations of DPI flow

track only the carrier particles via DEM and treat the API particles as passive continuum scalars [9, 10, 12].490

This approach employs micro-scale simulations to develop the constitutive models required for the continuum

equation for the API particles.

In the present study, we have assessed the efficacy of two coarse-grained CFD-DEM approaches, which do

not require the above-mentioned micro-scale continuum model development. One of these approaches is the

Discrete Parcel Method [41–44] where both the API and carrier particles are coarsened into parcels. In the495

second approach, referred to as the representative particle approach, one simulates all the carrier particles

(as in the least expensive approach mentioned above) and a subset of the API particles (instead of treating

them through a continuum scalar). Towards this end, we first assessed model accuracy of the representative

particle approach using agglomerate-wall and agglomerate-agglomerate collision tests. We then performed

full simulations of all the carrier particles and API particles in some model problems using the screen-haler500
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geometry of the DPI. We performed coarse-grained simulations using both approaches. As one would expect,

the computational cost associated with both approaches decreases dramatically with the increasing extent

of coarsening.

Both approaches are viable in the first example considered, which had a carrier-API size ratio of 14 when

only a modest degree of coarsening was needed. When this ratio was 35, a much greater level of coarsening505

was necessary to bring the computational cost to affordable levels, which led the parcel approach to yield

unrealistic initial pile geometries as shown in Figure 7. As a result, we recommend the representative particle

approach as the more desirable among these two approaches. Our simulations reveal that the representative

particle approach approximates the results of the full simulation when there are at least 10 representative

API particles included in the simulation per carrier particle (e.g., see Figure 9).510

We then performed a number of simulations using the representative particle approach for several different

combinations of particle characteristics and gas velocity ramp rate. We found that DF and FPF obtained in

these simulations can be correlated with the maximum carrier-API cohesive force per unit mass of the API

particles (Figure 14). Figure 14 is clearly limited to the screen-haler geometry considered in this study and

the specific mass loading of carrier and API particles. It would be interesting to see if such collapse emerges515

in other DPI geometries (where each geometry will correspond to a different curve) and other carrier particle

sizes and mass loading. Such a parametric investigation could also reveal how the cohesive acceleration used

as abscissa in Figure 14 can be properly non-dimensionalized.

All the work has been done in a simple screen-haler geometry and it would be interesting to explore the

performance characteristics of commercial devices using this representative particle approach. It would be520

interesting to expand the representative particle approach to other inter-particle forces such as electrostatic

interaction, other types of adhesion, and liquid-bridge force between particles. It has been suggested that

different inter-particle forces are additive in particulate flows [66]. This suggestion raises a question as to

whether other inter-particle interactions can be lumped into this cohesive acceleration in the overall analysis

of the DPI performance, which would be both interesting and useful to probe.525
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: Schematic illustrations of a) the Discrete Parcel Method and b) the representative particle approach. The original
system in this example consists of 3 carrier particles with a diameter of 70.0 µm and 387 API particles with a diameter of
5.0 µm. After coarse-graining (with N = 3) using the Discrete Parcel Method in (a) and the representative particle approach
in (b), the system consists of a) one carrier parcel with a diameter of 101.0 µm and 129 API parcels with a diameter of 7.2 µm
and b) 3 carrier particles with a diameter of 70.0 µm and 129 representative API particles with a diameter of 5.0 µm. In the
rerpresentative particle approach, API particle diameter remains the same after coarse-graining.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2: Carrier-API agglomerates formed with one carrier particle with a diameter of 70 µm and a) 130 API particles with a
diameter of 5 µm or b) 2000 API particles with a diameter of 2 µm. The mass fraction of API particles is 0.045. API particles
are evenly inserted around the carrier particle. Agglomerate formation is achieved by applying cohesion force between the
carrier and API particles.
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Figure 3: Simulation setup: a) Dimension of the screen-haler used in this study. For the initial condition, a 3.5mg formulation
consisting of carrier-API agglomerates is settled as a pile. 99% of the particles are within the initial pile indicated by the red
box. b) Inhalation profile: flow rate starts from 0 and increases at a constant rate reaching the peak inspiratory flow rate
(PIFR) at TPIFR. (c) CFD grid in the cross-section of the screen-haler. In the core region, the mesh is nearly Cartesian with
grid size close to 3DC (DC is the carrier particle diamter). There is a wall layer with a thickness of around 6DC . The wall
layer consists of 8 grids with decreasing grid sizes as they approach the wall.
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Figure 4: Dispersion fraction (DF) for microscale tests involving 1 or 2 agglomerates, each formed with 1 carrier (DC = 70 µm)
and 130 API (DAPI = 5 µm) (mass fraction of API = 0.045, Hamaker constant A = 1.0 × 10−19 J): a) agglomerate-wall impact
(90◦); b) agglomerate-wall impact (45◦); c) agglomerate-agglomerate impact (90◦); d) agglomerate-agglomerate impact (45◦).
Each data point is based on the mean of 10 different tests with varied configurations of API particles on the carrier particle.
Error bar shows the standard deviation.
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Figure 5: Sensitivity analysis: (a)-(e) show two dimensional cross-sectional snapshots of gas phase (shown as colored surface
with color code representing gas velocity magnitudes) and carrier particles (locations shown as green points) at 0.02s obtained
in Runs 1-5 (see Table 3).The exiting profiles for the carrier and API particles are shown in (f) and (g), respectively.
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Figure 6: a) Fine particle fraction (FPF) and dispersion fraction (DF) for a screen-haler with a 3.5 mg formulation and
PIFR = 70 L/min (DC = 70 µm, DAPI = 5 µm, mass fraction of API = 0.045, Hamaker constant A = 1.0 × 10−19 J) predicted
using the Discrete Parcel Method (parcel) and the representative particle approach (representative); b) computational cost
measured in terms of CPU hours for simulating 0.07 s of inhalation, by when most of the particles have left the screen-haler
(see Figures 5f and 5g)
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(c) (d)

Figure 7: Initial piles formed with a 3.5 mg formulation (DC = 70 µm, DAPI = 2 µm, mass fraction of API = 0.045, A =
0.1 × 10−19 J) for a) the representative particle approach with N = 100; b) the representative particle approach with N = 400;
c) the Discrete Parcel Method with N = 100 and d) the Discrete Parcel Method with N = 400.
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Figure 8: a) Fraction of API particles which have been dislodged from the carrier particles that exit the inhaler as clusters
of different sizes for coarsening factor N = 50, 100 and 200; b) Fine particle fraction (FPF), dispersion fraction (DF) and
computational cost (measured in terms of CPU hours for simulating 0.07 s in screen-haler). 3.5 mg formulation and PIFR =
70 L/min (DC = 70 µm, DAPI = 2 µm, mass fraction of API = 0.045, A = 0.1 × 10−19 J)
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Figure 9: Fine particle fraction (FPF) and dispersion fraction (DF) predicted by simulations with different numbers of represen-
tative API particles per carrier particle, nAPI . Simulations were performed with 3.5 mg formulations with PIFR = 70 L/min:
Case 1: DC = 70 µm, DAPI = 5 µm, mass fraction of API = 0.045, A = 1.0 × 10−19 J. Case 2: DC = 70 µm, DAPI = 2 µm,
mass fraction of API = 0.045, A = 0.1 × 10−19 J.
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Figure 10: Simulation snapshots for the 3.5 mg formulation with PIFR = 70 L/min (DC = 70 µm, DAPI = 5 µm, mass fraction
of API = 0.045, A = 1.0 × 10−19 J): a) original system (N = 1) at 0.01 s; b) the representative particle approach (N = 10)
at 0.01 s; c) original system (N = 1) at 0.02 s; d) the representative particle approach (N = 10) at 0.02 s; e) fraction of carrier
particles and API particles/representative API particles exited the inhaler.
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Figure 11: Cumulative dispersion fraction (DF) for the screen-haler in axial distance from the pile for peak inspiratory flow
rate (PIFR) of (a) 70 L/min and (b) 40 L/min. The last point at 39 mm corresponds to DF at the outlet.
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Figure 12: Fine particle fraction (FPF) and dispersion fraction (DF) for a 3.5 mg formulation with PIFR = 70 L/min (DC =
70 µm, DAPI = 2 µm, mass fraction of API = 0.003, A = 0.1 × 10−19 J) using the representative particle approach. Both DF
and FPF remain relatively constant with respect to coarsening factors.
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Figure 13: Fine particle fraction (FPF), dispersion fraction (DF) and fraction of API particle attached to wall for a 3.5 mg
formulation with PIFR = 70 L/min. (a) and (b) correspond to DC = 70 µm, DAPI = 5 µm, mass fraction of API = 0.045,
A = 1.0 × 10−19 J. (a) full simulation (N = 1); b) coarse-grained simulation with N = 10. (c) corresponds to DC = 70 µm,
DAPI = 2 µm, mass fraction of API = 0.045, A = 0.1 × 10−19 J, N = 200. Hamaker constants between the carrier and API
particles and wall were taken to be the same as those between every particle pair.
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Figure 14: a) Fine particle fraction (FPF) and b) dispersion fraction (DF) for a 3.5 mg formulation with PIFR = 70 L/min
(DC = 70 µm, mass fraction API = 0.045). Simulation parameters in each group are summarized in Table 6
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Table 1: Comparison between the Discrete Parcel Method approach and the representative particle approach. d is the diameter
of a primary particle. Nc and NAPI are the numbers of carrier and API particles, respectively in the original system. N is the
coarsening factor.

Discrete Parcel Method Representative Particle Approach

Methodology
N primary particles → 1 parcel

(for both carrier and API)
N primary API particles →
1 representative API particle

Particle diameter (in DEM) N1/3d d
Number of carrier particles Nc/N Nc
Number of API particles NAPI/N NAPI/N
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Table 2: Physical parameters of the particles used in this study, unless otherwise specified.

Diameter of carrier particle (µm) 70
Diameter of API particle (µm) 2 or 5

Particle density (kg/m3) 1520
Young’s modulus (Pa) 109

Poisson’s ratio 0.35
Coefficient of restitution 0.85
Sliding friction coefficient 0.45
Rolling friction coefficient 0.05
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Table 3: Sensitivity analysis on CFD time step, wall layer resolution characterized by wall layer thickness (measured in terms of
carrier particle diameter, DC), number of grids in the wall layer, and the thickness of the grid nearest to the wall as a multiple
of the y+ value at the highest Reynolds number in that simulation. Dispersion fraction (DF) and fine particle fraction (FPF)
are consistent for the range of conditions considered here.

Run CFD time step (s)
Wall layer thickness
(as multiple of DC)

Number of grids
in wall layer

Near-wall grid size
as multiple of y+

DF FPF

1 1× 10−5 6 8 1 0.350 0.295
2 5× 10−6 6 8 1 0.354 0.296
3 1× 10−6 6 8 1 0.330 0.275
4 1× 10−5 3.5 6 0.75 0.349 0.301
5 1× 10−5 3 8 0.5 0.350 0.296
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Table 4: Numbers of i) carrier and API parcels in the Discrete Parcel Method approach (parcel) and ii) carrier particles
and representative API particles in the representative particle approach (representative) for different coarsening factors. The
formulation is 3.5 mg. The mass fraction of API particles is 0.045. DC = 70 µm, DAPI = 5 µm.

Discrete Parcel Method Representative Particle Approach
Coarsening

factor
Number of

carrier parcels
Number of
API parcels

Coarsening
factor

Number of
carrier particles

Number of representative
API particles

1 1.3× 104 1.7× 106 1 1.3× 104 1.7× 106

8 1.6× 103 2.1× 105 10 1.3× 104 1.7× 105

15.625 8.3× 102 1.1× 105 18.57 1.3× 104 9.1× 104

27 4.8× 102 6.3× 104 26 1.3× 104 6.5× 104
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Table 5: Numbers of i) carrier and API parcels in the Discrete Parcel Method and ii) carrier particles and representative API
particles in the representative particle approach for different coarsening factors. The formulation is 3.5 mg. The mass fraction
of API particles is 0.045. DC = 70 µm, DAPI = 2 µm.

Discrete Parcel Method Representative Particle Approach
Coarsening

factor
Number of

carrier parcels
Number of
API parcels

Coarsening
factor

Number of
carrier particles

Number of representative
API particles

1 1.3× 104 2.6× 107 1 1.3× 104 2.6× 107

100 1.3× 102 2.6× 105 100 1.3× 104 2.6× 105

200 65 1.3× 105 200 1.3× 104 1.3× 105

400 33 6.6× 104 400 1.3× 104 6.5× 104
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Table 6: Simulation parameters for probing the effect of API particle size (DAPI), minimum separation distance used in van
der Waals’ force calculation (s), API particle density (ρAPI), and gas velocity ramp rate in the initial inhalation profiles (α) on
fine particle fraction (FPF) and dispersion fraction (DF). In each group, simulations were conducted using a number of different
Hamaker constant values.

Group DAPI (µm) s (nm) ρAPI (kg/m3) α (m/s2)
1 2 1.0 1520 150
2 5 1.0 1520 150
3 5 0.5 1520 150
4 5 1.0 912 150
5 5 1.0 1520 75
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